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* Form template generator * Validator * Validation support
for JSF 1.0, 2.0 and JSF 2.0 UI components * Skin support
for JSF 1.0, 2.0 and JSF 2.0 UI components * XHTML to JSF
converter * Validation and display of String fields * Other
features, including linking to a database for validation
support. Download: * Version: 1.0.3 * Platforms: Windows and
Linux * Language: Java PlasmaKwick is a program that allows
you to define all possible attributes, like file type, path
and dimensions of a picture, with a simple point and click.
[PlasmaKwick] will help you: * Generate a PDF file (with
transparent background) from your scanned document. * Create
a JPG (or PNG) file from a GIF or TIF file. * Automatically
convert your file to an ISO image. * Insert your document in
a standard size booklet. * Convert your document in one of
many standard book formats (8.5" x 11", 8.5" x 14", A4, A3,
A5, etc). * Reorganize your pages and change the layout of
your booklet. * Print your document as JPG or PDF files. *
Compress your documents with the LZW algorithm. * Read the
text from your document and put it in a text file. * Draw on
your page with a mouse. * Open a text file and display its
content. * Save a text file in a compressed format. * Drag
and drop a file to your project. * Upload your file to the
Internet via FTP. How to Use: After downloading the
appropriate version for your operating system, run the setup
application, select the component that you want to install,
and click next. After a wizard is finished, click the next
button. The installer will start the component installation.
How to: * Create, customize, and edit your own skins. * Add
skin support for existing UI components. * Extend the
existing skin support by including custom components. *
Insert your own components in the existing templates. *
Reuse the generated stylesheets for your custom component. *
Style your own skins with the new Java2D Look and Feel. *
Create your own skins using XML descriptors.
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Keymacro is a small tool which helps you speed up the coding
of your Java Server Faces (JSF) applications. It replaces
all or some of the variables with their values at compile
time, this also helps you to avoid mistakes which might lead
to runtime errors. Keymacro is released under the terms of
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the General Public License, The full details can be found
here: Objectives of Keymacro: Keymacro helps you speed up
the coding of your JSF applications. It replaces all or some
of the variables with their values at compile time, this
also helps you to avoid mistakes which might lead to runtime
errors. Supported Versions: Keymacro is tested with version
1.0.0 of JSF 2.0 or higher and JSF 1.1 or higher. Features:
• Different types of variables - String - Type - Number Date • Easy to use • GUI • Built in parser • Text editor
with syntax highlighting • A form/view would be made
available through a generated XML. • New view can be easily
inserted using a wizard. • New form/view can be created by
filling out the XML • All variables can be created by the
use of tabs and dialogs. • All variables can be individually
deleted and all are listed in the editor. • Built in parser
which automatically creates methods for all the data that is
supplied to it • Run on any operating system • International
support (multiple languages) • Provides all relevant
information (including available open source versions) •
Many more List of supported Form Objects: List of supported
Control Objects: List of supported View Objects: List of
supported Components: List of supported Properties:
Difference with Oracle Form Builder: • Has a GUI designer •
Can generate views programmatically and works on any
operating system • Has a web based form builder • Provides a
good start for web based projects • Lazy form loading •
Insert any controls (CheckBoxes, TextFields etc) without
creating Java code • Displays variables on the tool's form
or view • The variable's values are stored in the form
object as properties • Stores the type of the variables in
the component class (eg, Boolean, String, Integer) • Stores
the type of the variables in the component class (eg,
Boolean, 77a5ca646e
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What's New In?
This tool is a very powerful Swing-based GUI Builder, with
many innovative features. Download: [ + == NetBeans GUI
Builder == + *[ NetBeans GUI Builder] - NetBeans' GUI
Builder supports the latest NetBeans IDE 6 and 7 releases +
*[ NetBeans GUI Builder How-To] - How to use NetBeans' GUI
Builder in NetBeans + *[ NetBeans GUI Builder Tutorial] How to use NetBeans' GUI Builder in NetBeans + *[ NetBeans
GUI Builder User Guide] - How to use NetBeans' GUI Builder
in NetBeans + *[ NetBeans GUI Builder FAQ] - Frequently
Asked Questions *[ NetBeans GUI Builder Trail] - How to use
NetBeans' GUI Builder in NetBeans *[ NetBeans GUI Builder
Tutorial] - How to use NetBeans' GUI Builder in NetBeans ?
== NetBeans Swing Components == + *[ NetBeans Swing
Components Tutorial] - Tutorial on how to use the GUI
Builder and use Swing components ? *[ NetBeans Swing
Components Tutorial] - Tutorial on how to use the GUI
Builder and use Swing components + *[ NetBeans Swing
Components Tutorial] - Tutorial on how to use the GUI
Builder and use Swing components ? *[ NetBeans Swing
Components Tutorial] - Tutorial on how to use the GUI
Builder and use Swing components + *[ NetBeans Swing
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System Requirements For JSF FormBuilder:
2.1. Localization with predefined language files The
predefined language files are shipped with the library
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